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father inherits a castlelike estate in the
mountains of West Virginia, 12-year-old Jen is
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thrilled. It seems like a wish come true. But she
quickly realizes that not all change is positive.
Her dad has a mysterious new girlfriend, Moura,
who slowly drives a wedge between Jen and her
father. Furthermore, Moura has an unusually
strong—almost obsessive—interest in the
antiques that fill the mansion, especially a
beautiful glass globe that Jen finds hanging in a
window. When Jen’s cat accidentally breaks the
globe, which Moura calls a “witch catcher,”
strange things begin to happen. . . . An oddlooking girl wearing a torn dress appears,
seemingly out of nowhere, and Moura’s behavior
becomes more sinister, leading Jen to believe
that her father is a pawn in an evil scheme. Soon
Jen finds herself caught in the midst of a
supernatural war, with the fate of an enchanted
race—and her family—at stake. Inspired by the
age-old legend of witch catchers, Mary Downing
Hahn brings a magical cast of characters to life
in this compelling fantasy adventure. Author’s
note.
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The Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky Aug 30
2022 In The Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky--the
conclusion to the fantasy adventure series that
began with the New York Times bestseller The
Girl Who Could Fly--Victoria Forester shows
readers that life is always exceptional, and
"abilities" come in many forms. What happens
when the girl who could fly can't fly anymore?
Piper's ability to fly has disappeared, perhaps
the result of some dark spell put on her, or
perhaps because her ability has simply vanished
forever. There is a worldwide calamity that
Piper, Conrad, and their exceptional friends
must tackle to save the planet, but Piper is left
behind. If she can't fly, then what use is she?
Piper learns she can't do a lot of things—cook,
clean, and help Ma around the house, among
them. She feels more helpless than ever. What is
she good at? How will she ever believe in herself
again?
Temptation in a Kilt Oct 20 2021 "Filled with
everything I love most about Highland
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romance."—Melissa Mayhue, award-winning
author of Warrior's Redemption She's On Her
Way to Safety It's a sign of Lady Rosalia
Armstrong's desperation that she's seeking
refuge in a place as rugged and challenging as
the Scottish Highlands. She doesn't care about
hardship and discomfort, if only she can become
master of her own life. Laird Ciaran MacGregor,
however, is completely beyond her control... He
Redefines Dangerous... Ciaran MacGregor
knows it's perilous to get embroiled with a fiery
Lowland lass, especially one as headstrong as
Rosalia. Having made a rash promise to escort
her all the way to Glengarry, now he's stuck with
her, even though she challenges his legendary
prowess at every opportunity. When temptation
reaches its peak, he'll be ready to show her how
he really is...on and off the battlefield.
Abby Carnelia's One and Only Magical
Power Aug 06 2020 SILLY MAGICAL POWERS,
KIDS ON THE RUN. In a whimsical debut novel
from the popular technology writer. One day,
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Abby Carnelia, ordinary sixth grader, realizes
she has a magical power. Okay, it's not a fancy
one (she can make a hard-boiled egg spin by
tugging on her ears). But it's the only one she
has, and it's enough to launch her into an
adventure where she meets a host of kids with
similarly silly powers, becomes a potential
guinea pig for a drug company, and hatches a
daring plan for escape. Kids will be dying to
unearth their own magical powers after reading
this whimsical debut by tech personality David
Pogue.
Greener Grass Dec 30 2019 Finding their life
becoming more difficult everyday, the Byrne
family is forced to leave their homeland to
escape the Great Famine.
Amazing Ash & Superhero Ah Ma Jul 17 2021
Eleven-year-old Ash doesn’t have much to look
forward to: maths tests, a naggy Mum, and an
Ah Ma who doesn’t know much about her. That
is, until she discovers something that will
change her life—Ah Ma is a superhero! The best
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part is, Ash discovers that she has superpowers
too! Life is so much more exciting as a
superhero-in-training. However, Ash can’t help
but notice that Ah Ma sometimes gets a little
absent-minded while showing her the ropes.
Amazing Ash & Superhero Ah Ma is a funny and
heartwarming story about family and
acceptance. Growing up and growing old is
never easy—and all the more perplexing when
secrets and superpowers are added to the mix.
The Great Hamster Massacre Jan 11 2021 A
very natural and honest version of life's events
from the perspective of a young girl - from her
suspicions about her neighbours, to her rocky
friendship with the girl next door; from the
sudden death of her beloved granny to her
relentless quest for a pet hamster, only to then
find it mysteriously slaughtered - which
kickstarts a local investigation of 'suspects'.
No Passengers Beyond This Point Jun 15
2021 After losing their house to foreclosure,
three siblings - India, Finn and Mouse - have less
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than twenty-four hours to pack their belongings
and fly, without their mother, to stay with an
uncle in Colorado. But when they land, a
mysterious driver meets them at the airport in a
pink car adorned with feathers. He has never
heard of their Uncle Red. Like Dorothy in Oz,
they find themselves in an unknown place, with
no idea of how to get home. Time is running out .
..
The Boy Who Could Fly Without a Motor Jun 27
2022 Desperate to have a real adventure, Jon
Jeffers, a lonely nine-year-old boy who lives on a
tiny island with his mother and his lighthousekeeper father, finally gets his wish when he
encounters the cranky ghost of an ancient
magician who teaches him how to fly, with
disastrous consequences. Reprint.
Hidden Talents Apr 01 2020 American Library
Association "Best Books for Young Adults"
American Library Association "Quick Picks for
Young Adults" Martin Anderson and his friends
don't like being called losers. But they've been
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called that for so long even they start to believe
it. Until Martin makes an incredible discovery:
each of his friends has a special hidden talent.
Edgeview Alternative School was supposed to be
end of the road. But for Martin and his friends, it
just might be a new beginning. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Thickety: A Path Begins Jul 05 2020 The
Thickety: A Path Begins is a spellbinding tale
about a girl, the Thickety, and the power of
magic. Fans of Neil Gaiman will love this
thrilling new world. When Kara Westfall was five
years old, her mother was convicted of the worst
of all crimes: witchcraft. Years later, Kara and
her little brother, Taff, are still shunned by the
people of their village, who believe that nothing
is more evil than magic…except, perhaps, the
mysterious forest that covers nearly the entire
island. It has many names, this place. Sometimes
it is called the Dark Wood, or Sordyr's Realm.
But mostly it's called the Thickety. The villagers
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live in fear of the Thickety and the terrible
creatures that live there. But when an unusual
bird lures Kara into the forbidden forest, she
discovers a strange book with unspeakable
powers. A book that might have belonged to her
mother. And that is just the beginning of the
story. Supports the Common Core State
Standards Publishers Weekly Best Book
IndieBound Indie Next List Publishers Weekly
Flying Start Amazon's Big Spring Books
Washington Post Summer Book Club
Savana’S Secret Mar 25 2022 Savana discovers
that she can fly at sixteen years of age, and the
adventures begin. It is difficult to keep flying a
secret. There is another huge revelation for
Savana, and there are two major problems to
deal with. That man frightens her and ISWIT
(Interstate Spy Wire Investigation Team) makes
life a constant worry. Savana helps people along
the way. Tess is her little black Cockapoo pup,
and she goes everywhere with Savana. You will
want to keep reading to find out what happens
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each time Savana encounters a new situation,
who that man is and if and how she escapes
ISWIT.
Pictures of Hollis Woods May 27 2022 This
Newbery Honor book about a girl who has never
known family fighting for her first true home
“will leave readers . . . satisfied” (Kirkus
Reviews). Hollis Woods is the place where a
baby was abandoned is the baby’s name is an
artist is now a twelve-year-old girl who’s been in
so many foster homes she can hardly remember
them all. When Hollis is sent to Josie, an elderly
artist who is quirky and affectionate, she wants
to stay. But Josie is growing more forgetful every
day. If Social Services finds out, they’ll take
Hollis away and move Josie into a home. Well,
Hollis Woods won’t let anyone separate them.
She’s escaped the system before; this time, she’s
taking Josie with her. Still, even as she plans her
future with Josie, Hollis dreams of the past
summer with the Regans, fixing each special
moment of her days with them in pictures she’ll
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never forget. Patricia Reilly Giff captures the
yearning for a place to belong in this
warmhearted story, which stresses the
importance of artistic vision, creativity, and
above all, family.
The Girl and the Witch's Garden Jul 25 2019 The
Secret Garden meets Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children in this rich, charming middle
grade adventure about a girl determined to
infiltrate her grandmother’s enchanted garden
with the help of some magically gifted friends.
Mallory Estate is the last place twelve-year-old
Piper Peavey wants to spend her summer
vacation. The grounds are always cold, the
garden out back is dead, a mysterious group of
children call the property home, and there’s a
rumor that Melena M. Mallory—the owner of the
estate and Piper’s wealthy grandmother—is a
witch. But when Piper’s father falls ill, Mallory
Estate is exactly where she finds herself. The
grand house and its garden hold many
secrets—some of which may even save her
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father—and Piper will need to believe in herself,
her new friends, and magic if she wants to
unlock them before it’s too late.
The Girl Who Could Fly Sep 30 2022 You just
can't keep a good girl down . . . unless you use
the proper methods. Piper McCloud can fly. Just
like that. Easy as pie. Sure, she hasn't mastered
reverse propulsion and her turns are kind of
sloppy, but she's real good at loop-the-loops.
Problem is, the good folk of Lowland County are
afraid of Piper. And her ma's at her wit's end. So
it seems only fitting that she leave her parents'
farm to attend a top-secret, maximum-security
school for kids with exceptional abilities. School
is great at first with a bunch of new friends
whose skills range from super-strength to supergenius. (Plus all the homemade apple pie she
can eat!) But Piper is special, even among the
special. And there are consequences.
Consequences too dire to talk about. Too crazy
to consider. And too dangerous to ignore. At
turns exhilarating and terrifying, Victoria
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Forester's debut novel has been praised by
Stephenie Meyer, author of the Twilight saga, as
"the oddest/sweetest mix of Little House on the
Prairie and X-Men...Prepare to have your heart
warmed." The Girl Who Could Fly is an
unforgettable story of defiance and courage
about an irrepressible heroine who can, who
will, who must . . . fly.
Fowl Language: The Struggle Is Real Jan 29
2020 “This Guy’s Comics Hilariously Sum Up the
Truth About Being a Parent.”—Buzzfeed He's
back, and he's totally got parenting figured out
this time. KIDDING. It's another collection of
Fowl Language comics, ripped from the
headlines of this author's actual friggin' life.
You'll laugh. You'll cry. You'll swear. It's almost
exactly like a day of parenting, except without
the annoying little people.
The Mystery of the Mad Science Teacher Apr
25 2022 When Marty and Remi investigate the
case of Trina's stolen bicycle, their clues lead to
Mr. E, the crazy new science teacher at school,
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and his daughter, Ida, who blackmails Marty
over his feelings for Trina.
The Boy who Had Wings Mar 13 2021 The
wings he is born with give a young boy nothing
but unhappiness until he flies over the mountain
to rescue his herdsman father.
The Volcano Disaster Aug 25 2019 When an
"Instant Commuter" transports him to Mount
Saint Helens during its eruption, twelve-year-old
Warren cannot get himself back to his own home
in his own time.
The Frame-Up Jun 03 2020 When Sargent
Singer discovers that the paintings in his
father’s gallery are alive, he is pulled into a
captivating world behind the frame that he never
knew existed. Filled with shady characters,
devious plots, and a grand art heist, this
inventive mystery-adventure celebrates art and
artists and is perfect for fans of Night at the
Museum and Blue Balliett’s Chasing Vermeer.
There’s one important rule at the Beaverbrook
Gallery—don’t let anyone know the paintings are
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alive. Mona Dunn, forever frozen at thirteen
when her portrait was painted by William Orpen,
has just broken that rule. Luckily twelve-year-old
Sargent Singer, an aspiring artist himself, is
more interested in learning about the vast and
intriguing world behind the frame than he is in
sharing her secret. And when Mona and Sargent
suspect shady dealings are happening behind
the scenes at the gallery, they set out to find the
culprit. They must find a way to save the
gallery—and each other—before they are lost
forever. With an imaginative setting, lots of
intrigue, and a thoroughly engaging cast of
characters, The Frame-Up will captivate readers
of Jacqueline West’s The Books of Elsewhere.
The Boy Who Knew Everything Sep 18 2021 An
epic modern fantasy about an unforgettable
friendship. There is a prophecy. It speaks of a
girl who can fly and a boy who knows
everything. The prophecy says that they have
the power to bring about great change . . . . The
boy is Conrad Harrington III. The girl is Piper
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McCloud. They need their talents now, more
than ever, if they are to save the world-and
themselves. Victoria Forester does not
disappoint in The Boy Who Knew Everything, the
long-awaited sequel to New York Timesbestselling The Girl Who Could Fly, which
Stephenie Meyer praised as "the
oddest/sweetest mix of Little House on the
Prairie and X-Men." This title has Common Core
connections.
The Outlandish Adventures of Liberty Aimes
Feb 09 2021 Everyone has a destiny. Sometimes
it takes an adventure to find it. Liberty Aimes
has spent all of her ten years captive in her
parents' crooked house on Gooch Street. Her
spry father, Mal Aimes, is a crook who sells
insurance, while her overweight mother sits at
home in front of the TV, demanding that Liberty
cook nonstop. Liberty’s only knowledge of the
outside world comes from the secret stash of
children’s books and fairy tales she discovers
beneath the floorboards. One day, Liberty enters
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her father’s forbidden basement laboratory.
There she discovers a world of talking animals
and magic potions. With the aid of one such
potion, Liberty escapes into the world in search
of her destiny.
Earthquake Terror Jul 29 2022 When Jonathan
and his family go camping on Magpie Island,
they look forward to a fun, relaxing weekend.
But their fun quickly vanishes when Jonathan,
his sister, Abby, and their dog, Moose, find
themselves in the middle of a natural disaster. A
devastating earthquake has hit, destroying their
camper, knocking out the only bridge to the
mainland, and leaving Jonathan, Abby, and their
dog with no food, water, or shelter. Alone in the
woods, can Jonathan manage to keep calm and
save Abby and Moose—and stay alive himself?
The Boy Who Could Fly Apr 13 2021 When
Thomas's wish is magically granted, he can fly!
But it's not a soaraway success . . . A brilliant
story from award-winning author Sally Gardner,
in her MAGICAL CHILDREN series. One day a
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fairy turns up at Thomas Top's house to grant
him a birthday wish. Thomas wishes he could fly
and soon goes from being just an ordinary boy
whom no one notices to being the most popular
boy in the school. But his flying gets him
suspended from school, and that makes his dad
so cross and his mum miserable. Then the fairy
turns up again and, with help from her and
Thomas's new friend Mr Vinnie, a retired painter
and decorator who has been flying since he was
Thomas's age, everything changes. An
enchanting story about growing in confidence
and using your gifts.
The Girl with the Silver Eyes Jan 23 2022
“There’s something strange about that kid.” At
least that’s what everyone says, but they don’t
know the truth. Perfect for fans of Stranger
Things, this classic novel continues to enthrall.
Katie Welker is used to being alone. She would
rather read a book than deal with other people.
Other people don’t have silver eyes. Other
people can’t make things happen just by
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thinking about them! But these special powers
make Katie unusual, and it’s hard to make
friends when you’re unusual. Katie knows that
she’s different but she’s never done anything to
hurt anyone so why is everyone afraid of her?
Maybe there are other kids out there who have
the same silver eyes…and the same talents…and
maybe they’ll be willing to help her.
Pinoy Trivia Oct 27 2019
Molly (The Puppy Place #31) Nov 08 2020
Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy
finds a home! Charles and Lizzie Peterson love
puppies. Their family fosters these young dogs,
giving them love and proper care, until they can
find the perfect forever home. When Charles
offers to foster Molly he thinks that she is a very
sweet puppy. But then Charles finds out that she
is a Rottweiler. He's never been scared of a
foster dog before. Can he overcome his fear and
find this gentle pup a home?
The Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky Mar 01 2020
What happens when the girl who could fly can't
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fly anymore? Piper's ability has disappeared,
perhaps the result of some dark spell put on her,
or perhaps because her ability has simply
vanished forever. There is a worldwide calamity
that Piper, Conrad, and their exceptional friends
must tackle to save the planet, but Piper is left
behind. If she can't fly, then what use is
she?Piper learns she can't do a lot of things-cook, clean, and help Ma around the house, for
example. She feels more helpless than ever. It is
the "normal" kids around her, kids she felt never
liked her before, who end up helping her believe
in herself again. Does she fly again? Yes. And in
the process, she learns that life is always
exceptional, and "abilities" come in many forms.
The Invention of Fire Dec 10 2020 The author of
the acclaimed medieval mystery A Burnable
Book once again brings fourteenth-century
London alive in all its color and detail in this
riveting thriller featuring medieval poet and
fixer John Gower—a twisty tale rife with
intrigue, danger mystery, and murder. Though
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he is one of England’s most acclaimed
intellectuals, John Gower is no stranger to
London’s wretched slums and dark corners, and
he knows how to trade on the secrets of the
kingdom’s most powerful men. When the bodies
of sixteen unknown men are found in a privy, the
Sheriff of London seeks Gower’s help. The men’s
wounds—ragged holes created by an unknown
object—are unlike anything the sheriff’s men
have ever seen. Tossed into the sewer, the
bodies were meant to be found. Gower believes
the men may have been used in an
experiment—a test for a fearsome new war
weapon his informants call the “handgonne,”
claiming it will be the “future of death” if its
design can be perfected. Propelled by questions
of his own, Gower turns to courtier and civil
servant Geoffrey Chaucer, who is working on
some poems about pilgrims that Gower finds
rather vulgar. Chaucer thinks he just may know
who commissioned this new weapon, an
extremely valuable piece of information that
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some will pay a high price for—and others will
kill to conceal. . .
Half World May 15 2021 Melanie Tamaki is an
outsider. The only child of a loving but neglectful
mother is just barely coping with school and
with life. But everything changes on the day she
returns home to find her mother is missing,
lured back to Half World by the vindictive Mr.
Glueskin. Soon Melanie begins an epic and
darkly fantastical journey to save her parents.
What she does not yet realize is that the future
of the universe depends upon her success.
The Strange Gift of Gwendolyn Golden Dec 22
2021 Gwendolyn Golden has a bad temper and
hates to read. She's a pretty normal teenager
until ... one morning she wakes up on the ceiling.
Along with her many average teenage qualities,
Gwendolyn Golden can also fly. What’s
happening to her?
The Girl Who Could Fly Nov 01 2022 You just
can't keep a good girl down . . . unless you use
the proper methods. Piper McCloud can fly. Just
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like that. Easy as pie. Sure, she hasn't mastered
reverse propulsion and her turns are kind of
sloppy, but she's real good at loop-the-loops.
Problem is, the good folk of Lowland County are
afraid of Piper. And her ma's at her wit's end. So
it seems only fitting that she leave her parents'
farm to attend a top-secret, maximum-security
school for kids with exceptional abilities. School
is great at first with a bunch of new friends
whose skills range from super-strength to supergenius. (Plus all the homemade apple pie she
can eat!) But Piper is special, even among the
special. And there are consequences.
Consequences too dire to talk about. Too crazy
to consider. And too dangerous to ignore. At
turns exhilarating and terrifying, Victoria
Forester's debut novel has been praised by
Stephenie Meyer, author of the Twilight saga, as
"the oddest/sweetest mix of Little House on the
Prairie and X-Men...Prepare to have your heart
warmed." The Girl Who Could Fly is an
unforgettable story of defiance and courage
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about an irrepressible heroine who can, who
will, who must . . . fly. This title has Common
Core connections. Praise for Victoria Forester
and The Girl Who Could Fly: "It's the
oddest/sweetest mix of Little House on the
Prairie and X-Men. I was smiling the whole time
(except for the part where I cried). I gave it to
my mom, and I'm reading it to my kids—it's
absolutely multigenerational. Prepare to have
your heart warmed." Stephenie Meyer, author of
the Twilight saga "In this terrific debut novel,
readers meet Piper McCloud, the late-in-life
daughter of farmers...The story soars, just like
Piper, with enough loop-de-loops to keep kids
uncertain about what will come next....Best of all
are the book's strong, lightly wrapped messages
about friendship and authenticity and the
difference between doing well and doing good."-Booklist, Starred Review "Forester's disparate
settings (down-home farm and futuristic icebunker institute) are unified by the rock-solid
point of view and unpretentious diction... any
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child who has felt different will take strength
from Piper's fight to be herself against the tide
of family, church, and society."--The Horn Book
Review The Girl Who Could Fly is a 2009 Bank
Street - Best Children's Book of the Year.
Time Between Us Oct 08 2020 Anna and
Bennett were never supposed to meet. Why
would they? Anna's a sixteen-year-old in 1995,
fiercely determined to secure a running
scholarship so she can leave her quiet, dull town
and finally travel the world. Bennett's a
seventeen-year-old in 2012, living in San
Francisco and trying to control his ability to
travel through time - an incredible gift, but also
an unpredictable curse, which constantly
threatens to separate him from the people he
loves. When a minor lapse in judgment puts his
sister Brooke in danger, Bennett finds himself
two thousand miles and seventeen years away in Anna's world. As he searches for Brooke,
Bennett is strangely and inescapably drawn to
Anna, who feels sure she's seen him somewhere
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before. Through the gorgeous, mysterious
newcomer, able to travel anywhere in a split
second, Anna visits deserted tropical beaches
and stunning mediterranean coastlines for the
first time, and they can't help falling for one
another. But they both know, deep down, that it
can never last. For no matter how desperate
Bennett is to stay with Anna, his uncontrollable
condition will inevitably knock him right back to
where he belongs - and Anna will be left to pick
up the pieces.
My Louisiana Sky Aug 18 2021 Tiger Ann
Parker wants nothing more than to get out of the
rural town of Saitter, Louisiana--far away from
her mentally disabled mother, her "slow" father
who can't read an electric bill, and her
classmates who taunt her. So when Aunt Dorie
Kay asks Tiger to sp the summer with her in
Baton Rouge, Tiger can't wait to go. But before
she leaves, the sudden revelation of a dark
family secret prompts Tiger to make a decision
that will ultimately change her life. Set in the
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South in the late 1950s, this coming-of-age novel
explores a twelve-year-old girl's struggle to
accept her grandmother's death, her mentally
deficient parents, and the changing world
around her. It is a novel filled with beautiful
language and unforgettable characters, and the
importance of family and home. My Louisiana
Sky is a 1998 Boston Globe - Horn Book Award
Honor Book for Fiction.
Jennifer Murdley's Toad Sep 06 2020 In this
magical fantasy adventure by the award-winning
author of Jeremy Thatcher, Dragon Hatcher, a
talking toad takes a girl on a wild ride. Jennifer
Murdley has always wanted to be pretty. That’s
why she’s so surprised to leave Mr. Elives’s
magic shop with a particularly ugly toad. As her
worst enemy says, “A toad for a toad.” But this
toad can talk. And what it has to say sets
Jennifer off on a journey that leads her into the
company of the Immortal Vermin and straight to
the Beauty Parlor of Doom . . . where she comes
face-to-face with her deepest fears and dreams.
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Jennifer Murdley would give anything to be
beautiful. But sometimes anything is too high a
price to pay. “Endlessly funny . . . . A rollercoaster ride of a story, full of humor and even
wisdom.” —Kirkus Reviews “Fast-moving with
slapstick humor . . . . Recommended.” —Horn
Book
The Girl Who Could Fly Feb 21 2022 When
homeschooled farm girl Piper McCloud reveals
her ability to fly, she is quickly taken to a secret
government facility to be trained with other
exceptional children, but she soon realizes that
something is very wrong and begins working
with brilliant and wealthy Conrad to escape.
The Night Sister Jun 23 2019 The latest novel
from New York Times best-selling author
Jennifer McMahon is an atmospheric, gripping,
and suspenseful tale that probes the bond
between sisters and the peril of keeping secrets.
Once the thriving attraction of rural Vermont,
the Tower Motel now stands in disrepair, alive
only in the memories of Amy, Piper, and Piper's
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kid sister, Margot. The three played there as
girls until the day that their games uncovered
something dark and twisted in the motel's past,
something that ruined their friendship forever.
Now adult, Piper and Margot have tried to forget
what they found that fateful summer, but their
lives are upended when Piper receives a
panicked midnight call from Margot, with news
of a horrific crime for which Amy stands
accused. Suddenly, Margot and Piper are forced
to relive the time that they found the suitcase
that once belonged to Silvie Slater, the aunt that
Amy claimed had run away to Hollywood to live
out her dream of becoming Hitchcock's next
blonde bombshell leading lady. As Margot and
Piper investigate, a cleverly woven plot
unfolds—revealing the story of Sylvie and Rose,
two other sisters who lived at the motel during
its 1950s heyday. Each believed the other to be
something truly monstrous, but only one carries
the secret that would haunt the generations to
come.
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Cinnamon Sep 26 2019 In a hot, hot country,
ringed with mountains on one side and jungle on
the other, lives a princess called Cinnamon. Her
eyes are made of pearls, which means that she is
blind. And, for reasons her parents the Rajah
and Rani cannot fathom, she will not talk. So
they offer a reward to anyone who can teach
Cinnamon to speak. People travel from far and
wide to attempt it, but nothing works. Until a
mighty tiger, huge and fierce, prowls into their
palace and announces that he is here to teach
the girl-cub to talk ... A mighty fable from Neil
Gaiman, winner of the Newbery and Carnegie
Medals, illustrated in vivid colour by up-andcoming talent Divya Srinivasan. Neil Gaiman's
work has been widely adapted for film and TV,
including films of Coraline and Stardust, and
adaptations of American Gods, Good Omens
(written with Terry Pratchett) and How to Talk
to Girls at Parties are in the works for 2017. This
eBook comes with a gloriously entertaining
audio accompaniment, read Neil Gaiman
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himself.
Peter Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes Nov 28
2019 Peter Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes is the
utterly beguiling tale of a ten-year-old blind
orphan who has been schooled in a life of
thievery. One fateful afternoon, he steals a box
from a mysterious traveling haberdasher—a box
that contains three pairs of magical eyes. When
he tries the first pair, he is instantly transported
to a hidden island where he is presented with a
special quest: to travel to the dangerous
Vanished Kingdom and rescue a people in need.
Along with his loyal sidekick—a knight who has
been turned into an unfortunate combination of
horse and cat—and the magic eyes, he embarks
on an unforgettable, swashbuckling adventure to
discover his true destiny. Praise for Peter
Nimble and His Fantastic Eyes “Auxier has a
juggler’s dexterity with prose that makes this
fantastical tale quicken the senses.” –Kirkus
Reviews
Violet the Pilot May 03 2020 By the time she's
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two years old, Violet Van Winkle can fix nearly
any appliance in the house. And by eight she's
building an elaborate flying machines from
scratch, mind-boggling contraptions such as the
Tubbubbler, the Bicycopter, and the Wing-a-majig. The kids at school tease her, but they have
no idea what she's capable of. Maybe she could
earn their respect by winning the blue ribbon in
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the upcoming Air Show. Or maybe something
even better will happen, something involving her
bestever invention, a Boy Scout troop in peril,
and even the mayor himself! A classic underdog
story full of humor and sweetness and retro
pizzazz, Violet the Pilot is both endearing and
adorable. It'll fly right into your heart.
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